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The north-east quarter of Roman and medieval Leicester is relatively unexplored in both 
historical and archaeological terms and so this excavation, albeit on a very small scale, has 
provided an opportunity to enhance our knowledge of the area. It was carried out in 
December 1977 in the back yards of numbers 15-23 Elbow Lane just prior to the demolition 
of these houses and the re-development of the site. The excavation was directed by John 
Lucas on behalf of the Leicestershire Archaeological Unit and was financed by the 
Leicestershire County Council and the Department of the Environment. An area measuring 
l lm by 3.25m was excavated entirely by band. All the finds (Museum Accession 
No. A843 .1977) and site archive were subsequently deposited with Leicestershire 
Museums. The site lay on a natural ground of sand and gravel near the foot of a gentle south 
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to north slope and just within the north wall of the Roman and medieval town (Fig 2). 

Conventions used in the Report 
Stratigraphy - e.g. F10[19]; feature number followed by context number in square 
brackets. 

Pottery count in phase descriptions - e.g. Roman pottery (8),; the number in 
parentheses indicates the number of sherds so that some assessment of the quality of the 
dating evidence can be made. 

The symbols used in Fig.4 also apply to all other plans and sections. On the section 
drawings a broadly naturalistic approach has been adopted with the additional use of lines 
to enhance interpretation of individual features. 

The date range quoted at the beginning of each phase indicates the terminus post quem 
provided by the finds. 
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THE EXCAVATION 

THE ROMAN LEVELS 
Phase JA: 1st to early 2nd century - Beam slot: F8[57-8, 65]. Post hole: Fl0[63, 66] 
In the south-east corner of the excavation was a beam slot F8 (Figs 3 and 4.2). Cut by FS, 
F6 and F7, the fragment of it that survived formed a corner whose east to west section 
extended 1.34m from the east baulk and its north to south section extended 0.4m; it had 
a minimum width of 0.94m. Its fill of charcoal flecked, pale brown clayey sand contained 
Roman pottery (16), tile and bone. This was contemporary with the fill of FIO (Figs 3 and 
4.6) a post hole which was roughly circular with a diameter of 0.36m and a depth of 0.28m. 
Its charcoal flecked, slightly reddy, pale brown sand fill contained no finds. 

Phase JB: 1st to early 2nd century - Disturbance: F9[62, 64, 67] 
A shallow disturbance of the fills of F8 and FIO, F9 (Fig 3) covered an area 0.4m by 0.2m 
and was 0.03m deep. Its brown clayey sand fill contained Roman pottery (34), tile, two iron 
nails and bone. 

Phase 2: Mid to late 2nd century - Spread: Fl5[16, 55-6, 60-1] 
The features of phase 1 were sealed by FIS (Figs 3 and 4.2), a spread of pale brown sand 
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and pale red sandy clay which covered an area lm by 1.6m to a depth of 0.2m. It contained 
Roman pottery (50), tile, mosaic tesserae, mortar, an iron nail, bone and oyster shells. 

Discussion of the Roman Levels 
Only a very small area survived and it is impossible to determine any coherent picture of 
these Roman activities. The possible timber structure that is suggested by the nature of the 
features in phase IA is of very similar style and date to other features that have been found 
in similar positions, very close to the line of the later town defences, more particularly near 
the eastern (Buckley and Lucas 1987, 24 and 31) and northern defences ( ibid, 41); the latter 
site being just 35m from this excavation. This evidence therefore helps support the view 
that in this period there is occupation up to and possibly beyond the line of the later town 
defences (ibid, 49). Beyond this period the spreads of phase 2 could be make up for a late 
2nd or early 3rd century building. It is interesting to note, from the very meagre evidence 
of Roman activity in this part of the town, that tessellated pavements have been reported 
70m to the south (Haverfield 1918), 70m to the east (LMJW) and 106m to the south-east 
(LMJW) of this excavation. Thus the presence of tesserae, painted wall plaster and Roman 
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roof, wall and flue tile, albeit from mainly residual post-Roman contexts, would support 
a view that there were some quite substantial, finely decorated buildings in this area. It is 
not yet clear though how densely this area was occupied at any time during the Roman 
period. Any of the buildings postulated here could lie isolated away from the main centres 
of activity to the south. More evidence is required. 

Any 3rd century or late Roman levels did not survive, but their existence is suggested 
by the presence of 3rd and 4th century material in the post-Roman contexts. 

THE MEDIEVAL LEVELS 
Phase 3A: 12th to mid 13th century - Pit: F7[17, 30-2, 51-4, 68] 
F7 (Figs 4.2 and 5) was severely disturbed, being cut by F6 and F3. It would seem to have 
been a square or rectangular pit, cut into the natural ground, which measured a minimum 
of 1.86m north to south by 2.8m east to west and was 0.8m deep. It had a fill of brown 
clayey loam scattered with a lot of mortar flecks and lumps, together with patches of pale 
red sand, pebble and charcoal flecks. Its fill contained medieval (41) and Roman pottery, 
Roman and undated tile, tesserae, wall plaster, mortar, a nail, bone, coal and a fragment 
of vesicular fayalite slag. 

Phase 3B: 12th to mid 13th century - Pit: F6[23-4, 26, 33-50, 69] 
Against the west baulk was part of a steep sided, possibly circular pit, F6 (Figs 4.1 and 
5). It was 1.7m deep with a diameter of approximately I.Sm and a fill of predominantly 
dark brown clayey loam with occasional patches of red clay and orange sand. There were 
spreads of ash and charcoal near the bottom. Its fill contained medieval (41) and Roman 
pottery, Roman and undated tile, tesserae, wall plaster, mortar, a nail, worked bone and 
bone. 

Phase 3C: 12th to mid 13th century - Depression: F5[21-2, 70] 
Cut into the top of F6 was a shallow feature, F5 (Figs 4.1 and 5) which was 0.16m deep 
and a minimum of 1.2m east to west and 0.6m north to south. Its fill of brown clayey loam 
with some red sand and clay contained Saxon (1) and medieval (13) pottery, medieval ridge 
tile, Roman pottery and tile, undated tile, tesserae, two nails, two unidentified iron objects, 
bone and a fragment of tap slag. 

Phase 3D: 12th to at least mid 13th century - Subsidence?: F4[25, 27-9] 
On the north edge of F7 was a feature F4 (Figs 4.3 and 5) which was cut by F3. It measured 
a minimum of 1.32m east to west by 0.72m north to south and was at least 1.16m deep. 
Its fill of brown loamy clay with patches of mortar, charcoal and red clay contained 
medieval pottery (74) and ridge tile, clay tobacco pipe, Roman pottery and tile, undated 
tile, tesserae, wall plaster, two nails, an unidentified iron object and bone. 

Phase 4: 14th century - Garden soil: Fl6[15, 18-20], FI3 [9, 11, 14) 
To the south of the post-medieval disturbance F3 (phase 7), and sealing the pits of phase 
3, was an area ofloam measuring 2.7m north to south by 2.6m east to west. F16 (Figs 4.1, 
4.2 and 6) was a brown clayey loam, lightly flecked with charcoal and mortar which was 
0.2m thick. It contained medieval pottery (27) and ridge tile, Roman pottery and tile, 
undated tile, tesserae, wall plaster, a nail, two unidentified iron objects, bone and oyster 
shells. It was sealed by F13, a brown loam, 0.44m thick, which contained medieval pottery 
(149) and ridge tile, unidentified glass, Roman pottery and tile, undated tile, tesserae, wall 
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plaster, three unidentified iron objects, a whetstone, bone and oyster shells. 

Phase 5: Post 1350 - Post holes: FI [8, 71], F2 [10, 72] 
Against the west baulk, cut into F16 were two post holes. FI (Figs 4.4 and 6) measured 
0.48m, north to south, a minimum of 0.62m east to west and was 0.14m deep. F2 (Figs 4.5 
and 6) measured 0.4m north to south, a minimum of 0.62m east to west and was 0.06m 
deep. Both had a slightly loamy pale grey clay fill. FI contained bone and F2 contained 
medieval pottery (2). 

THE POST-MEDIEVAL LEVELS 
Phase 6: Late 15th to early 16th century - Garden Soil: F 11 [I] 
Fll (Figs 4.1, 4.2 and 7) sealed F13 and covered the same area. It was 0.25m thick and 
consisted of a very dark brown loam which contained post-medieval (1) and medieval 
pottery (3), ridge tile, glass, Roman pottery and tile, undated tile, tesserae, wall plaster, 
a copper alloy object, a nail and bone. 

Phase 7: 17th to 19th century - Quarry?: F3 [2-7, 13-3] 
F3 (Figs 4.1-3 and 5-7) cut through all the earlierlevels, and was a minimum of 8.4m north 
to south and 3.16m east to west. It was at least 2.2m deep. Its fill of a dark brown, mortary 
loam contained post-medieval (562) and medieval pottery, ridge tile, clay tobacco pipes, 
window and bottle glass, Roman pottery and tile, undated tile, bricks, tesserae, wall 
plaster, a copper alloy clip, button and key handle, a bone pin and button, a drilled bone, 
a fragment of lead window kame, five nails, an unidentified iron object, a whetstone, a 
column shaft, roof slates, two complete Swithland roofing slates and bone. 

Discussion of the Post-Roman Levels 
As is the case for the Roman period, there is little evidence to show how the north-east 
quarter of the town was occupied until the post-medieval period. The excavation revealed, 
in common with many other sites explored in the city, no pre-Conquest levels. These can 
only be hinted at by the presence of a single sherd of Saxon pottery (phase 3C) and the 
postulation that some of the Saxo-Norman pottery may just be pre-Conquest. 

The pits in phases 3A to C seem to be typical medieval rubbish pits and as F7 and F6 
were cut into the natural gravel they may have been dug for mineral extraction. It is 
impossible to say whether these lay at the rear of medieval tenements. Some of the large 
fragments of medieval pottery, particularly in F6 could suggest that the rubbish had not 
travelled too far. Further, Elbow Lane appears to be part of the established medieval street 
pattern and may even have a pre-Conquest origin. Again, further evidence is required. 
F4 (phase 3D) could be another pit but it seems more likely that the massive disturbance 
caused by the post-medieval feature F3 (phase 7) caused the surviving edge of pit F7 to 
subside. Hence the bulk of the material from F4 is of a similar date to that from F7 except 
for a few items, such as the clay tobacco pipe, which were introduced as a direct result of 
the later disturbance. 

The pits were then sealed by what appears to be a garden soil (phase 4) which contained 
predominantly 13th and 14th century material. It is difficult to make more general 
inferences from such limited evidence, but it is interesting to note that the historical record 
suggests that one of the possible effects of the 1173 sack of Leicester was a laying waste 
ofthis part of the town and a shift of population south towards the castle (Billson 1920, 3). 
Further, as the later maps of Leicester, such as the 1722 Stukeley map, show extensive 
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gardens in this area, it is tempting to suggest that as all the pits could have pre-1173 dates 
then the excavation record is reflecting this sack. Thus the pits could be representing 
occupation that is abruptly terminated and the garden soil of phase 4 the new use of the 
area. This interpretation must be treated with extreme caution as the effects of the 1173 
sack are not at all certain and it is not clear how this part of the town developed into the 
extensively gardened area of the 17th and 18th centuries. 

The post holes of phase S are really too isolated to enable any interpretation of their 
function, but the loam soil of Fl 1 (phase 6) sees this area of gardens continuing up to the 
start of Leicester's industrial expansion in the 18th century. A map of 1828 shows that the 
site was then built on. This building must have sealed F3 (phase 7), a large feature, which 
as it cut deeply into the natural ground, was probably a quarry for the extraction of the 
sand and gravel. It is paralleled by a very similar feature found close to the line of the 
eastern town defences (Buckley and Lucas 1987, 29). The quarry was backfilled with 
rubbish, mostly dating to the 17th and 18th centuries but a little of it can be attributed to 
the 19th century. 

THE FINDS 

THE ROMAN POTTERJ (by Elizabeth MacRobert) 
Abbreviations: 
Fabrics 
GW Grey ware 
OW Oxidised ware 
WS White-slipped ware 
WW White ware 
CG Calcite-gritted ware 
EC Early coarse wares, including grog-tempered, 

mixed-gritted, and sandy ware 
BB Black-burnished ware 
DS Derbyshire ware 
AM Amphora fabric 
MO Mortarium fabric 
LG Lead glazed ware 
C Colour-coated ware 
S Samian 

Fabric Descriptions 
Sp Sparse 
Mo Moderate 
F Fine 
M Medium 
C Coarse 
SA Sub-angular 
SR Sub-rounded 
R Rounded 
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A total of 288 sherds of Roman pottery weighing 4,509g was found, the bulk of which was 
residual in medieval contexts. The material was sorted using the form and fabric series 
established for the forum (Pollard forthcoming), with one addition to the fabric series. A 
combination of macroscopic and microscopic analysis was used to distinguish fabrics. 

The fabric description is given using a x 20 binocular microscope, and colours are 
recorded using the Munsell Soil Colour Chart. 

Lead glazed ware 3 
Both the sherds in this fabric were from medieval contexts, but are unusually thin-walled 
and highly fired for medieval products. It is quite possible that they are Roman although 
no exact parallels for the forms and fabric have yet been recognised among other lead glazed 
wares. 

A hard, smooth, wheel thrown fabric with a smooth fracture. The core and exterior 
margin vary from grey (N4-5) to light brownish grey (10 YR 6/2), the interior margin from 
light red (2.5 YR 6/6-7/6). Mo F-M and Sp CSA quartz, Sp-Mo F-M black ironstone, Sp 
F-M black ironstone, Sp F-M red ironstone, and Sp F-C SR-R calcite. The glaze varies 
from olive (5 Y 5/6) to olive brown (2.5 Y 4/4) or olive yellow (2.5 Y 6/8) with dark 
yellowish brown speckling (10 YR 4/6). One sherd is glazed on the exterior only, and the 
other has a patchy glaze on both surfaces (Fig 8.4). Apart from the oxidised surfaces, the 
fabric is similar to the Little Chester lead glazed ware (Leary, R., pers. comm). The 
unillustrated sherd may come from a narrow-necked jar with cordoned shoulder 
(Brassington 1980, Fig 16.448-57). 

No detailed statistical analysis is worthwhile on such a small assemblage, therefore only 
the overall percentage in each phase (Table 1), and simply the occurrence of the main fabric 
groups by phase (Table 2), are shown here. 

Phase 
% Count 
% Weight 

Phase 
1 
2 
3 

Phase I 

Table 1 
The percentages of total sherd count and weight by phase 

1 2 3-8 
17.4 17.4 65.3 
25.4 10.2 64.4 

Table 2 
The occurrence of major fabric groups by phase. P indicates presence. 
GW OW WS WW CG EC BB DS AM MO LG C s 

p p p p p p p 
p p p p p p p p p p p 
p p p p p p p p p p p p p 

The few diagnostic sherds include a large CG storage jar (Kenyon 1948, Fig 29.1-5), a 
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possible GallerBelgic derived GW platter (Rigby 1973, Fig 4.31-2) and the GW flanged 
bowl with rouletted rim (Fig 8.1). These, the rilled CG body sherds, GW barbotine 
decoration, and the presence of the EC fabrics suggest a 1st century date for the group, 
possibly continuing into the early 2nd century. The lower Nene Valley base sherd with an 
orange slip on the interior is from an open form (Howe et al 1980, Fig 7.81, 88) which is 
likely to be late 3rd or 4th century and therefore intrusive here. 

Phase 2 
Again this contains few diagnostic sherds, which include a number of 1st to early 
2nd century pieces - rusticated GW, a lid-seated CG jar (Kenyon 1948, Fig 30.14-16) and 
a GW necked jar (ibid, Fig 38.18). However the two sherds of BBI, the Mancetter-Hartshill 
mortarium with mixed trituration grits (Hartley 1967-70, 29) and the samian from FIS 
place the assemblage at least in the early to mid 2nd century. The grooved cornice rim 
beaker (Fig 8.2) accords with this date range, but if it is a Colchester product (Hull 1963, 
Fig 58.11, 13) it may well have been in use in the mid to late 2nd century, rather than the 
earlier part of the century. The source of this particular ware is a matter for speculation 
(Symonds forthcoming, 109-120). 

Phases 3-8 
A certain amount of 1st to 2nd century material but also some later pieces occur. The BBI 
sherds include obtuse lattice decoration, a late 2nd to early 3rd century pie-dish with 
incipient flange (Gillam 1970, Type 226), a cavetto rim jar (ibid, Type 145) and a bead-and
flange dish of the 3rd to 4th century (ibid, Type 228). The colour-coated wares are mostly 
from the lower Nene Valley, with one Oxfordshire ware sherd. Among the former are a 
lid, probably of a Castor box, a late 3rd to 4th century imitation Drag 37 (Howe et al 1980, 
Fig 7.82), a 4th century bead-and-flange dish (ibid, 79) and sherds decorated with overslip 
white paint. Later features on the mortaria are the solely red and black trituration grits 
(Hartley 1967-70, 29), the 'hammer-head' rim form (Gillam 1970, Type 280), and the red
painted rim and flange on a Mancetter-Hartshill product (Fig 8.3). 

Drawing Catalogue 
Fig 8 No. 
1 Phase 1 F9. GW 5 Flanged bowl 
2 Phase 2 FIS. C 3 Beaker with clay rough-cast decoration (Anderson 1980, Fig 11.7) 
3 Phase 3 F7. MO 4 Probably a Mancetter-Hartshill product 
4 Phase 3 F4. LG 3 Beaker 

THE SAMIAN (Brenda M. Dickinson) 
Phase 2: Roman Levels 
FIS [16]: i) Dr 31, stamped [I NV] RIOF, by Ianuarius ii of Lezoux (die lb). There is 

one example from Ebchester c.AD 130-160. 
ii) Two tesserae, one from a decorated bowl of Dr 37, Central Gaulish. 

Antonine. 
FIS [56]: All the material is South Gaulish and includes Dr 29 and Curle 11 (?), Neronian. 

Dr 18, 27 and 30 are Neronian or early Flavian. The Dr 29 has an upper zone 
containing a palisade, of the general type Hermet 1934, Pl 50, 26-8. 

Phase 4: Post Roman Levels 
Fl3 [14]: Includes two tesserae, Central Gaulish. Antonine. 
F16 [20]: Includes two tesserae, Central Gaulish. Probably Antonine. 



Code 

sx 
ST20 
ST21 
ST23 
ST30 
ST31 
ST34 
TO 
PM 
SPl 
SP2 
SP3 
CG 
LY3 

LY4 

OS1 

OS2 
RSl 
RS2 
CCl 
CC2 
N03 
LI3 
BRl 
MS1 
MS2 

MS3 

MP2 
TG 
CW2 

-
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
(7) 
(8) 

Name 

Saxon 
Stamford ware 2 
Stamford ware 2 + gl l 
Stamford ware 2 + gl 3 
Stamford ware 3 
Stamford ware 3 + gl l 
Stamford ware 3 + gl 4 
Torksey type ware 
Potters Marston ware 
Splashed ware 1 
Splashed ware 2 
Splashed ware 3 
Calcite Gritted ware 
Stanion/ Lyveden type ware 3 

Stanion/Lyveden type ware 4 

Oxidised Sandy ware 1 

Oxidised Sandy ware 2 
Reduced Sandy ware 1 
Reduced Sandy ware 2 
Chilvers Coton ware 1 
Chilvers Coton ware 2 
Nottingha11 ware 3 
Lincoln ware 3 
Brill ware 1 
Medieval Sandy ware 1 
Medieval Sandy ware 2 

Medieval Sandy ware 3 

Midland Purple ware 2 
Tudor Green 
Cistercian ware 2 

TABLE 3 
Key to Saxon and Medieval Fabrics 

Prodn 

hb 
wt 
wt 
wt 
wt 
wt 
wt 
hb/ wt 
hb/cb/ wt 
hb/ cb/ wt 
hb/ cb/ wt 
hb/ cb/wt 
hb/ cb 
hb/cb/ wt 

hb/ cb/ wt 

hb/ cb/ wt 

hb/ cb/wt 
hb/ cb/wt 
hb/ cb 
wt 
wt 
wt 
wt 
wt 
wt 
wt 

wt 

wt 
wt 
wt 

Source/Kiln and Fabric equivalent 

?local/Nene Valley (1) 
Stamford fabrics B/C (2) 
Stamford fabrics B/C + gl 1 
Stamford fabri cs B/C + gl 3 
Stamford fabric G 
Stamford fabric G + gl l 
Stamford fabric G + gl 4 
East Anglia 
SW Leics - Potters Marston (3) 
Nottingham (4) 
? local 
? local 
? SE Leics/ Northants/Lincs 
SE Leics/Stanion, Lyveden/ Yardley Bastings 
Northampton fabric T6 (5) 
SE Leics/ Stanion, Lyveden/Yardley Hastings 
Northampton fabric Tl-2, T2 
SE Leics/Northants/Beds Brackley fabric 
T68 (?) (6) 
? Northants/Beds/Oxon 
? local 
? local 
Chilvers Coton - fabric A (7) 
Chilvers Coton - fabric C 
Nottingham (4) 
? Lincoln 
Brill (Bucks) Oxford fabri c AM(8) 
? local/Chilvers Coton 
? local/ Chilvers Coton/Nottingham 
Burley Bill/ Allestree (Derbys) 
? local/Burley Bill/Allestree/Ticknall 
(Derbys) 
? local/ Ticknall (Derbys) 
Farnborough Bill (Surrey) 
? local/ Ticknall (Derbys) 

Howe Mand Pearson T pers c omm Abbreviations: 
Kilmurry 1980 
Haynes 1952 
Nailor V pers comm 
McCarthy 1979 
Mellor M pers comm 
Mayes and Scott 1984 
Baldon and Mellor 1977 

hb - hand built 
cb - coil built 
wt - wheel thrown 
gl - glaze 
Prodn - production method 

Approx Date Range 

550- 900 
1050-1250 
1050-1250 
1150-1250 
1000-1200+ 
1000-1200+ 
1000+ 
900-1200 

1100-1300 
1180-1250 
1100-1250 
1100-1250 
1100-1250 
1200-1400 

1100-1400 

1100-1250 

1100-1250 
900-1400 

1000-1200 
1200-1400 
1200-1475 
1230-1350 
1250-1400 
1280+ 
1200-1400 
1200-1400 

1250-1450 

1375-1550 
1400-1550 
1475-1550 

N 
00 



Code 

HY 
EAl 
EA2 
EA] 

EA4 
EA5 

EA6 

EA7 
EAB 

EA9 

EAlO 

EAll 
EA13 
EA 
FR 
SW2 

SW4 
SW5 
SW6 
SW7 
SW 
PO 

P'abric 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 

TABLE 4 
Key to Post Medieval Fabrics 

Name 

Midland· Yellow ware 
Earthenware - slipped & 
Earthenware - slipped, 
Earthenware - manganese 

lead gl 
lead gl 
gl ( 1) 

Earthenware - manganese gl (1) 
Earthenwar8 - imitation mangariese 
sllpped & lead gl (1) 
Earthenware - lead gl, including 
Black wares 
Eatthenware - slip wares 

gl, 

Hidla.nd 

Earthenwares - cream wares, lead gl 
tshell, agate & mocha wares, trf printed, 
sllpped under gl (1) 
Earthenware - pearl wares, lead gl 
slipped, painted, trf printed under gl, 
mocha (1) 
Earthenware - white, trf printed or 
palnted under gl (1) 
Earthenware - tin gl (2) (3) 
Earthenware - Jackfield type (1) 
Earthenware - unclassified 
Stoneware - Freehan &/ or Bellarmine (4) 
Stoneware - grey salt gl with white 
slip (1) 
Stoneware - white salt gl (1) 
Stoneware - brown salt g l (3) 
Stoneware - red (1) 
St oneware - black, black basalt ware (1) 
Stoneware - unclassified 
Porcelain (1) 

Identifications: Abbrev iations 1 

91 - glaze 

Source 

---
? local 
7 local 
7 local 
Staffs 
7 local 
? local 

7 local 

7 local/ Chilvers Coton/Staffs 
Staffs - Whieldon & Wedgewood/ Derby/ 
Liverpool/ Leeds 

Staffs etc. 

Staffs etc. 

7 Lambeth/? Bristol/Staffs etc. 
Staffs/ ? Shropshire 

Frechen 
Staffs 7 

Staffs 
Nottingham/Derbyshire 
Staffs 
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TABLE 5 
Minimum Vessel numbers/sherd numbers by Phase 

I» 
0 

Phase 

Pabcic 3A 38 JC 30 4 5 6 7 U/S TOTAL 

Saxon 
SX iii 1/1 

Late Saxon/ 
Early Medieval 
ST20 3/3 1/1 4/4 
ST21 3/ 3 2/ 2 2/2 7/ 7 
ST23 1/1 1/1 
ST30 2/2 1/1 1/1 3/ 3 3/ 3 10/ 10 
ST31 2/ 15 2/2 2/2 1/ 1 1/1 1/1 9/22 
ST34 1/2 1/1 2/ 3 
TO 1/1 1/1 
PM 18/ 29 7/9 5/9 39/58 108/123 1/1 17/ 17 45/47 13/14 253/307 
SPl 1/ 1 1/1 2/2 
SP2 1/1 1/2 2/3 
SP3 2/2 1/1 2/3 1/ 1 5/5 3/ 3 14/15 
CG 1/1 1/1 
LY4 2/2 2/ 2 1/1 5/5 
051 1/2 1/1 2/3 
052 1/2 1/1 2/3 
RS1 1/1 1/1 
RS2 1/1 2/4 3/ 5 

Medieval 
LY3 1/1 1/1 2/ 2 
CCl 2/2 12/14 2/3 4/6 6/ 8 26/33 
CC2 6/8 6/6 1/1 13/ 15 
N03 4/4 1/1 2/2 3/3 10/10 

LI3 1/1 1/1 
BR 1/1 1/1 
MS1 1/1 1/1 2/2 
HS2 5/7 1/1 6/ 8 
HS3 2/2 1/1 2/2 1/1 6/6 

Late Medieval 
HP2 2/3 4; 6/7 
TG 1/1 1/1 
CW2 1/1 15/20 3/ 4 19/25 

Post-Medieval 
HY 1/1 U/l2 1/ 1 14/14 
EAl-11, 13 EA 198/423 96/165 294/588 
PR 1/1 1/ 1 2/2 
SW2, 4-7 SW 65/123 13/23 78/146 

l?O 3/3 1/2 4/5 

Phase Total 28/41 13/28 9/14 52/74 154/ 176 2/2 31/32 370/663 146/230 805/1260 



TABLE 6 
Saxon to Late Medieval - minimum vessel numbers/sherd numbers by Form 

Form 
posset 

Fabric CJ2/Stj stj bowl jug tub CUJ2 pot vtu Total 

Saxon 
sx 1/1 1/1 

Late Saxon/ 
Early Medieval 
ST20 1/1 3/3 4/ 4 
ST21 7/7 7/7 tll 

ST23 1/1 1/1 ~ 
ST30 1/ 1 9/9 10/10 ~ ST31 1/ 14 8/ 8 9/22 

i ST34 2/3 2/3 
TO 1/1 1/1 
PH 23/ 25 5/6 5/7 220/269 253/307 z 
SPl 2/2 2/2 

~ SP2 1/1 1/2 2/3 
5P3 1/1 2/3 11/ 11 14/15 

~ CG 1/1 1/1 
LY4 1/1 1/1 3/3 5/5 ~ 051 2/3 2/3 
052 1/2 1/ 1 2/3 t,1 
RSI 1/1 1/ 1 > 
RS2 3/ 5 3/5 ~ 

~ 
Medieval § 
LY3 2/2 2/2 "' CCI 9/14 17/ 19 26/33 0 
CC2 1/1 2/2 10/ 12 13/15 .,, 
N03 5/5 5/5 10/ 10 ~ 
LI3 1/1 1/1 Q 
BR 1/ 1 1/ 1 

"' HS1 1/1 1/1 2/2 ;1 
MS2 1/1 3/5 2/2 6/8 "' HS3 1/1 1/1 4/4 6/6 tll 

t"' 

Late Medieval ~ 
i'IP2 2/3 4/4 6/7 § TG 1/1 1/1 
CW2 1/1 1/4 17/20 19/25 . 

~ 
Form Total 29/32 1/1 11/13 34/44 1/14 1/1 1/4 335/396 413/505 w -



TABLE 7 
Post Medieval - minimum vessel numbers/sherd numbers by Form 

Form 

bowl jug jar lid mug cup ointment ink saucer dish plate sauce 
Fabric pot bottle boat 

MY 2/2 2/2 1/1 
EAl 4/ 4 1/ 1 
EA2 56/ 144 1/ 3 
EA) 3/ 3 2/2 
EAl 2/2 
EA5 2/ 5 1/1 1/ 2 1/1 
El\6 12/20 1/11 1/2 
EA7 22/ 34 
EAS 8/ 19 1/1 5/ 12 1/1 1/ 1 3/5 3/ 4 2/2 
EA9 1/1 
EA10 2/ 4 1/1 
EAll 2/2 3/ 'I 
EA13 
EA 
FR 2/2* 
SW2 
SW4 2/ 2 2/3 4/5 
SW5 15/38 1/3 8/13 7/9 2/2 
SW6 
SW? 
Sli 1/1 
PO 1/2 

Form 
Total 110/246 5/15 11/20 2/2 13/19 11/17 3/3 2/2 3/5 22/ 34 12/ 18 2/2 

1 vessel possibly early 17th century Bellarmine 

teapot chamber vtu 
pot 

9/ 9 
16/ 35 
48/121 
18/ 32 

1/ 1 
6/ 11 

12/ 18 

22/44 
2/ 2 1'7/19 

1/1 
1/1 
1/1 
3/4 

1/1 
2/2 

5/ 32 21/ 24 
1/1 

1/1 
5/9 
3/ 3 

3/ 3 5/32 188/ 337 

w 
N 

Total 

14/ 14 
21/40 

105/ 268 
23/ 37 

3/3 
11/20 
26/ 51 
22/34 
46/89 
20/22 

4/ 6 
9/ 13 
1/1 
3/4 
2/ 2 
1/1 

10/12 
59/121 

1/1 
1/1 
6/10 
4/5 

392/755 
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Phase 6 
Fll [1]: Includes a tessera made from a dish fragment, Central Gaulish. Antonine. 

THE POST-ROMAN POTTERY (Deborah Sawday) 
The pottery (1260 sherds) has been examined under a x 20 binocular microscope and 
catalogued by fabric, vessel form and context. Quantification is by minimum vessel 
numbers, sherd numbers and weight (grams), the latter being retained in the site archive. 
Tables 5-7 and the text refer to general period categories as follows: Saxon - c.850-1100; 
early medieval c.1100-1250; medieval c.1200-1450; late medieval c.1400-1550; post
medieval c. 1500 +. A detailed breakdown of the post-medieval wares listed in Table 5 is 
given in Table 7. The following abbreviations have been used: cp/stj - cooking pot/storage 
jar; stj - storage jar; tub - tubular spouted pitcher; vtu - vessel type unknown; int -
interior; ext - exterior. The pottery illustrations have been ordered by fabric within each 
phase group, save the material from phase 7 which has been illustrated with the 
unstratified pots for ease of reference. The post-Roman pottery will be described and 
discussed in more detail in the report on the material from St Nicholas Circle, Leicester 
(Sawday forthcoming). My thanks to Victoria Brandon who helped with much of the work 
of sorting, cataloguing and drawing the pottery. 

THE SAXON POTTERY (M.D. Howe and T. Pearson) 
One sherd (pot number 577), a body fragment from a large, probably globular pot, with 
a gritted body and possible straw impressions on the exterior surface, was recovered from 
the pit, F5. The sherd is quite highly fired and has an oxidised exterior characteristic of 
medieval pottery in the Nene Valley, however the inclusions would suggest an 8th or 9th 
century date. The pottery is residual in phase 3C. 

The Late Saxon, Medieval and Post-Medieval Pottery 
Phases 3A-C - Pits F7, F6 and FS (83 sherds) 
The Stamford wares may all date from the 11 th or 12th centuries, the ST31 tubular spouted 
pitcher (Fig 9. 7) apparently dating typologically from the mid or late 12th century 
(Kilmurry 1980, 141). However the quantities of mica in the fabric may indicate that this 
vessel is not a Stamford product (ibid, 200). The remaining pottery may also date no later 
than the 12th century, save, possibly the vtu in OSI from F7 and F6: Mellor has suggested 
a 12th or early 13th century date for the comparable fabric T68, at Brackley (pers. comm). 
The cp/stj in OS2 (Fig 9.5) probably lies within a similar date range. 

The PM bowl (Fig 9.8) provides a good example of the potting techniques characteristic 
of this ware, the coils being clearly visible on the inner wall but, typically, not visible on 
the exterior surfaces or in the section. The slashing on the exterior basal angle seems to have 
occurred sporadically throughout the life of the Potters Marston industry. The vessel is 
sooted internally and may have been used as a fire pot. The remaining PM is discussed with 
the pottery in phase 3D. 

The spot of glaze on the SP3 bowl (Fig 9 .10) indicates that the unglazed vessel forms in 
this fabric were evidently made or fired in the same workshops as those producing the 
glazed SP3 jugs. 

Phase 3D - Subsidence F4 (74 sherds) 
The six sherds in CCI, Ll3, MSI and MS3, dating from the 13th century, reflect the 
contamination from the layers of garden soil above (F16 and F13). The absence of the 
rounded PM forms typical of the 13th century kiln site at Potters Marston (Haynes 1952), 
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would appear to confirm that most of the pottery is 12th century or earlier in date and very 
similar to the material from the pit F7, from which it is probably derived. 

The unfortunately rather fragmentary PM vessels from phase 3 have been classified and 
described with reference to the more complete examples from St Nicholas Circle, Leicester 
(Sawday forthcoming). The cp/stj are representative of the range of forms in this ware dated 
typologically from the 12th and early 13th centuries, the vessels being generally 
characterised by a sloping shoulder, or cylindrical body. The form 2 cp/stj (Fig 9.11) has 
a simple upright rim and a straight sided body, suggesting that this form is early in the PM 
sequence. The vessels are generally thin walled and fmely made. Forms 3 and 4 are the most 
common forms during the earlier part of the PM industry, often with folded rims, and 
frequently slashed or stabbed on the exterior neck. Form 3 vessels (Fig.. 9.12), have a 
slightly everted rim and are generally roughly made and fmished, whereas form 4 (Fig 9.2) 
have a more upright rim, often with a pronounced collar and are usually better made and 
finished. Forms 6 and 7 (Fig 9.9, 13 and 14) are less common, but both are usually well 
made, form 6 rims are characterised by an internal bevel, those of form 7 being round 
topped. Form 6 is sometimes decorated with thumbing or fmger tipping at the rim, and 
at least one vessel is known with rouletting covering the external body and rim. 

The simple upright shape of the PM form 1 bowls would also appear to suggest a date 
from the 12th century, two of the vessels (Fig 9.8 and 16) being closely allied to the cp/stj 
forms of a similar date. The PM jug form 2 (Fig 9.17) would also appear to be relatively 
early, having a fairly simple moulded rim, later examples often having more complex rims, 
with several bevels or cordons on the exterior neck. 

Phase 4 - Garden Soil Fl6 and F/3 (176 sherds) 
The bulk of the pottery is residual in context and dates from the late Saxon and early 
medieval periods. The TO stj fragment (Fig 10.20) from Fl3 being similar to those made 
at Torksey during the llth and 12th century (Barley 1981, Fig 12.32-35). Fl3 also 
produced the only sherd of Stamford Ware with copper glaze in ST23, dating from the mid 
12th century (Kilmurry 1980, 134). Kilmurry notes that the total extent of the trade in the 
so called fine wares, Stamford fabrics Band C, with the developed glaze 3, during the latter 
part of the Stamford Ware industry may have been exaggerated (ibid, 164). 

The sherd of LY3 and the 27 sherds in medieval sandy wares date from the 13th century, 
two of the four sherds in N03 having the heavily reduced interior surfaces characteristic 
of the pottery dating to the late 13th or early 14th century at Nottingham (Nailor, V. 
pers comm). 

Phase 5 - Post Holes FI and F2 (2 sherds) 
The two sherds recovered were both from F2, the sherd in N03 dating from the mid 13th 
century. 

Phase 6 - Garden Soil, F 11 (32 sherds) 
Most of the pottery dates from the 11 th century into the medieval period, but the sherds 
of CW2 and MY date from the late 15th and early 16th century respectively. 

Phase 7 - Quarry F3 (663 sherds) and UIS (230 sherds) 
The quarry contained pottery dating from the 11 th to the 19th century and for ease of 
reference has been grouped here and in the illustraton with the unstratified pottery. Of the 
post-medieval material, only MY, the presumed fairly local earthenwares EAl, EA2, 
EA4-EA7, the tin glazed earthenwares EAll, and the stonewares SWS are discussed and 
illustrated here. 
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Fabric MY (Fig 10.28-30) is quite common in Leicester and this group is characterised 
by the white inclusions in the body, thought to be a regional trait throughout the East 
Midlands (Woodfield, P., pers comm). No kilns are known, but a starting date of c.1500 
has been suggested for this ware (Woodland 1981, Table 17). The date is supported by the 
evidence from the stained glass panels from Wygston's House, Leicester, which have 
recently been dated, chiefly from a study of the costumes of the women in the roundels, 
to c.1490 or 1500 (Hamilton 1979-80). A chamber pot, apparently in Midland Yellow ware 
is depicted in the panel entitled 'Visiting the Sick: one of the sevem Corporal Acts of 
Mercy'. MY is thought to have continued in production into the 18th century. 

EAl seems to represent a development of the local midland purple tradition, for example 
the jar (Fig 10.35), whilst the bowl (Fig 10.3) demonstrates that fine wares also occur in 
this fabric. However the fabric is quite distinct from the midland purples, which lumps or 
streaks of yellow clay or marl in a wheel thrown, hard fired body, reduced to a dark reddish 
brown. The glossy dark glaze is reminiscent of midland purple, but here the glaze colour 
is sometimes enhanced by an iron rich underslip. Chilvers Coton and Ticknall are almost 
equidistant from Leicester, and both are possible sources for this ware - whilst local as 
yet unknown kiln sources cannot be discounted. It seems unlikely that this generally rather 
poor quality pottery would have been traded from as far afield as Staffordshire, for 
example. 

The inclusions and clay body of EA2 suggest affinities between this predominantly 
oxidised bowl or pancheon ware fabric and the less hard fired sherds in EAl. As with EAl, 
finer bowl or cup forms also occur (Fig 10.38-40) and typographically the ware would 
appear to be a development of EAl, dating from the late 16th or early 17th century. The 
pancheon ware forms continued to be made throughout the post-medieval period, probably 
also the output of fairly local kilns. 

The manganese glazed earthenware EA4 (Fig 11.44, 45) is also thought to be a local 
product, though it is very similar in form and decoration to EA3, which has been identified 
as a Staffordshire ware, dating from c. 1650 to c.1750 (Baker, D., pers. comm). The body 
of EA5 (Fig 11.46-49) is identical to EA4 and EA5 may be more refined versions of EA2, 
with a similar or slightly later date range, and similar sources such as Chilvers Coton, 
Ticknall, or other more local kilns. 

EA6 (Fig 11.50-59) is characterised by a fine red body, with an iron stained black lead 
glaze. Both fine and coarse ware forms occur, the fine wares in particular (Fig 11.58, 59) 
probably representing a development of the Cistercian wares into the Midland Black wares 
(Brears 1971, 37) and dating from the mid to late 16th century. 

EA7 (Fig 12.60-62) comprises a range of fabrics, the pots are all decorated with trailed 
slip overlying an underslip, the whole being covered with a transparent lead glaze. The 
majority of the vessels are press moulded, but the dish (Fig 12.62) is wheel thrown. The 
pottery, which dates from the mid to late 17th to the late 18th century, has been extensively 
described elsewhere (Celoria and Kelly 1973, Gooder 1984). The most likely sources would 
appear to be Chilvers Coton or Staffordshire. 

Nine vessels occur in the tin glazed earthenwares EAll . Of these, four are from unknown 
sources, including the three plates dating to the! mid 18th century (Carruthers, A., pers. 
comm.), and five are possibly products of the Lambeth kilns (Alvery, R., pers. comm.), 
the forms and decoration being paralleled at the kiln source (Bloice and Dawson 1968), 
including four vessels (Fig 12.63-66) dating from the 17th or early 18th century. 

The majority of the vessels in SW5 are thought to be Nottingham products, having the 
characteristic white line between the body and the slip, and a lustrous sheen on the salt 
glaze which fires to a golden or dark brown, depending on the amount of iron in the slip 
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(Wood, 1980). I am indebted to Mr R. Alvery for his comments below. All the illustrated 
pots (Fig 12.67-76) can be paralleled at Nottingham, save the bowl with the undercut base 
(Fig 12.70) and one of the ink bottles (not illustrated), which are possibly Derbyshire 
products. The bowls, including the wide mouthed and straight sided vessels (Fig 12.67 and 
71) are in typical Nottingham forms. The barrel shaped mug (Fig 12.73) possibly dates 
from c.1780-1800 or slightly earlier, the light golden glaze being characteristic of the early 
Nottingham products (Wood 1980, 3). The small cup (Fig 12.75) can also be paralleled at 
Nottingham; similar forms are also found in white stoneware and cream ware, from the mid 
18th century. 

Discussion 
Unfortunately only one sherd of possibly middle Saxon date was recovered, whilst our 
knowledge of the late Saxon pottery assemblages is hampered by the absence of stratified 
deposits. However, some indication of the importance of the Stamford industry as a 
supplier of fine glazed wares to Leicester during the late Saxon and early medieval periods 
can be inferred from the admittedly small groups of material from the pits F7, F6 and F5 
dating to the 12th or possibly early 13th centuries. Thus 24% of the 83 sherds (Table 8) 
are in Stamford ware, though these proportions must be masked to some extent by a degree 
of residuality. The presence of this pottery may also reflect the strong trade links between 
Leicester, which was a leading cloth making centre during the 12th and 13th centuries, and 
the ports of the Wash (Cams-Wilson 1962-3, Fig 68). 

From the 12th century, Potters Marston ware, representing a major local industry, the 
only known kilns group being situated approximately 11km to the south-west of the town, 
predominates the pottery assemblages in Leicester (Sawday forthcoming). Here, even 
allowing for the residuality noted above, over 56% of the sherds from F7, F6 and F5, are 
in this ware. Links to the south during the early medieval period are indicated by the 
presence of the oxidised sandy wares, OSI and OS2. The presumed local splashed wares, 
SP2 and SP3 appear during this period, but typically (ibid) only constitute a relatively 
minor element in the pottery groups here, Stamford continuing to be the prime supplier 
of glazed pottery during the 12th century. 

Table 8 
Phase 3A-C, Pits F7, F6, FS: minimum vessel numbers/sherd numbers by fabric and form 

Form 
Fabric C:Q/stj bowl jug tub vtu Total 
Saxon 
sx 1/1 1/1 
Late Saxon/Early Medieval 1/1 2/2 3/3 
ST20 1/1 2/2 3/3 
ST30 1/1 2/2 3/3 
ST31 1/14 1/1 2/15 
PM 2/2 2/3 1/1 25/14 30/47 
SP2 1/1 1/1 
SP3 1/2 4/4 5/6 
OSI 1/2 1/1 2/3 
RS2 1/1 1/1 

Form Totals 617 3/5 1/1 1/14 39/56 50/83 
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Little can be said of the medieval and late medieval pottery here, but fortunately material 
of this date has already been extensively described in relation to the Austin Friars, Leicester 
(Woodland,1981), whilst similarly large groups from St Nicholas Circle, have also been 
examined (Sawday forthcoming). The transition from the late medieval into the post 
medieval periods is still imperfectly understood, whilst the local post medieval earthen
wares dating from the 16th and 17th centuries are coming under increasing scrutiny 
(Woodland, 1987, Sawday, forthcoming). 

Phase 3A-F7 The Illustrations (Figs 9-12) 
No. Fabric 

1 ST20 

2 PM 
3 PM 
4 PM 
5 OS2 

Phase 3B-F6 
6 ST30 
7 ST31 
8 PM 

Phase 3C-FS 
9 PM 

10 SP3 

Phase 3D-F4 

Pot No. 

24 

37 
38 
36 
26 

47 
48 
21 

53 
22 

cp/stj or spouted pitcher, Kilmurry form 4/5 (listed as cp/stj on 
tables) 
cp/stj, form 4 
bowl, form 1 
jug 
cp/stj 

cp/stj, K.ilmurry form 11, M36, (glaze 1?) 
tub, Kilmurry form 24, M36, M56, spout 22 + M37, M60 
bowl, sooted int, form 1 

cp/stj, form 6 
bowl, glaze spot ext base 

11 PM 66 cp/stj, form 2 
12 PM 64 cp/stj, form 3 
13 PM 86 cp/stj, form 6 
14 PM 63 cp/stj, form 7 
15 PM 68 bowl, form 1 
16 PM 77 bowl, form 1 
17 PM 81 jug, form 2 
18 PM 62 vtu 
19 MSl 258 jug, glazed ext and rim top 

Phase 4 - F16, F13 
20 TO 159 storage jar 
21 PM 122 jug 
22 SP3 189 bowl 
23 N03 227 jug, glazed ext and rim top 
24 MS2 234 cp/stj 

Phase 7 - F3 and UIS 
25 BR 222 jug, glazed ext and rim top 
26 MS 1 259 bowl, glazed int 
27 MS3 235 bowl, glazed int 
28 MY 273 bowl, similar to Woodfield, form Oa, glazed int and rim top ext, 

neck sooted ext 
29 MY 279 jar, similar to Woodfield form Lb(?), glazed 
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30 MY 286 lid, similar to Woodfield form S, externally fitting glazed on upper 
surface only 

31 EAl 358 bowl, slipped(?) and glazed int 
32 EAl 291 bowl, slipped and glazed int and rim top 
33 EAl 290 bowl, slipped and glazed int 
34 EAl 289 bowl, slipped(?) and glazed int and rim top 
35 EAl 293 jar 
36 EAl 296 vtu, slipped and glazed int and upper body ext 
37 EA2 310 bowl, slipped and glazed int 
38 EA2 352 bowl, slipped and glazed int 
39 EA2 375 bowl, slipped and glazed 
40 EA2 359 bowl, slipped and glazed 
41 EA2 327 bowl, slipped and glazed int 
42 EA2 314 bowl, slipped and glazed int 
43 EA2 333 bowl, slipped and glazed int 
44 EA4 372 jar, glazed 
45 EA4 374 vtu, glazed 
46 EAS 377 bowl, slipped and glazed int and upper half of ext 
47 EAS 394 plate, slipped and glazed int and rim top ext 
48 EAS 379 vtu, slipped and glazed 
49 EAS 396 vtu, slipped and glazed int, and ext above base 
so EA6 409 bowl, glazed int body 
51 EA6 412 bowl, glazed int and ext rim 
52 EA6 401 bowl or chamber pot(?), glazed 
53 EA6 405 bowl or chamber pot(?), glazed 
54 EA6 362 bowl or chamber pot(?), glazed 
55 EA6 407 bowl, glazed 
56 EA6 410 jug, glazed ext above base 
57 EA6 413 cup, glazed int, and ext above handles 
58 EA6 425 vtu, glazed int 
59 EA6 417 vtu, glazed on upper surface 
60 EA7 427 dish, slipped and glazed int 
61 EA7 430 dish, slipped and glazed int 
62 EA7 503 dish, slipped and glazed int 
63 EA11 564 bowl, glaze tinted blue 
64 EA11 565 bowl, glaze tinted blue 
65 EA11 561 ointment pot, painted on ext under glaze with (?) geometric motifs 
66 EA11 563 ointment pot, painted on ext under glaze with geometric motifs 
67 SW5 516 bowl, slipped with iron rich clay and salt glazed 
68 SW5 512 bowl, slipped and glazed as above, save under base, turned and 

rouletted on ext 
69 SW5 519 bowl, slipped and gazed as above, save under base, turned and 

rouletted on ext 
70 sws 531 bowl, slipped and glazed as above, turned on ext 
71 sws 551 bowl, slipped and glazed as above on ext, glazed int, and turned on 

ext 
72 SW5 538 jar, slipped and glazed as above on ext and inner rim, turned on ext 
73 SW5 550 mug, slipped and glazed as above on ext wall 
74 SW5 532 mug, slipped and glazed as above on ext and on inner rim 
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75 SW5 547 
76 SW5 507 

cup, slipped and glazed as above on ext and on inner rim 
chamber pot, slipped and glazed as above, stamped and turned on 
ext 

THE SMALL FINDS (Patrick Clay) 
Capper Alloy 
Fig 13 
1. Clip or split pin? Roman, cf Frere 1972, 126 Fig 36.81 

SF No 2 Phase 7 F3[61 
2. Key handle. Post-Medieval 

SF No 3 Phase 7 F3[61 

Bone 
3. Small button. Post-Medieval 

SF No 11 Phase 7 [21 
4. Offcut from an antler tine showing cut marks, cf Platt and Coleman-Smith 

1975, 274 Fig 248.1936 
SF No 40 Phase 3B [361 

5. Small button. Post-Medieval 
SF No 10 Phase 7 F3[41 

Stone 
6. Fragment of small whetstone. Charnwood slate 

SF No 12 Phase 4 Fl3[141 
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Fig. 13 Small Finds 1-8 
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Fig. 13 Post Medieval Glass 9-10 
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7. Whetstone. Chamwood slate 
SF No 6 Phase 7 F3[2] 

8. Fragment of column shaft. Daneshill sandstone 
SF No 5 Phase 7 F3[2] 

Small finds not illustrated 
Lead Window kame 

SF No 16 Phase 4 7 F3[2] 
Iron Nails - SF No 21-4, 26, 29, 30, 33-4 36-8 from features F3, F4, FS, F6, F7, 

F9, Fll, FIS and Fl6 
Unidentified objects - SF No 25, 27-8, 31-2 35 from features F4, Fl2, Fl3, Fl6 

Bone Pin SF No 9 Phase 7 F3[2] 
1 Fragment with drill hole SF No 18 Phase 7 F3[2] 

THE POST-MEDIEVAL GLASS (John Lucas) 
Phase 4 Feature Fl3/Phase 6 6 Fl 1 
1 fragment of unidentified vessel glass, colourless (slight green tinge) from each phase 

Phase 7 Feature F3 
30 fragments of wine bottle, very dark brown and dark olive green. 
2 fragments of flat bottomed carbonated drink bottle, colourless (very slight green tinge). 
4 fragments of snuff bottle, colourless (slight green tinge), 1.2mm thick (Fig 13.9) Moulded 
writing line by line reads - TRUE, CEPHALICK, SNUFF, BY T(-), KING (-), PATENT 
2 fragments of possible medicine bottle, light green. Base with diameter 42mm, 0.8mm 
thick. Neck (Fig 13.10) with diameter 11mm, height 16mm and 2mm thick. 
12 fragments of window glass, colourless (slight green tinge). 
6 fragments of unidentified vessel glass, colourless (slight green tinge) 

Unstratified 
25 fragments of ovate carbonated drink bottle, light green, 3-4mm thick, bottoms only. The 
lack of any tops suggests that these may have been Codd bottles that were smashed to 
remove the marble, but this type of bottle was more commonly flat bottomed. These 
moulded bottles have the names of the drink manufacturers on them, and the identifiable 
lettering reads as follows -

R Pickering & Becket Manufacturers Leicester, Nettleship (Carbonat)ed Waters 
Leicester, Pettifor (soda)water Manufacturers Leicester, Hollis Leicester and 
Cooper & Son Soda Water manufacturers Leicester. 

These manufacturers have all been identified in middle and late 19th century directories. 
The identified glass therefore predominantly took the form of 19th century wine and 

carbonated drink bottles with the snuff and medicine bottles also coming from the same 
period. 

THE CLAY TOBACCO PIPES (D.A. Higgins) 
These have been published separately (Higgins 1985, 298-306) as they make up a major 
definitive group in the analysis of the Leicester industry. The majority of these pipes were 
from the period c.1780-1820 and were either plain or of a decorated type characterised by 
fluted scallops. A few earlier 17th century undecorated pipes were also found, together with 
some elaborately decorated late 19th century pipes. These pipes were mainly unstratified, 
but features F3 (phase 7) and F4 (phase 3D) also contained some fragments. 
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THE MEDIEVAL ROOFING FURNITURE (Richard Buckley) 
Table 9 

Phase 

3D 

4 

6 
7 

Abbreviations: 

Medieval Roofing furniture - the ridge tile 

Context 
F4[27] 
F4[21] 
F4[14] 

FI6[20] 
Fll[ll 
F3[2l 

us 

Fabric 

CCI 
CC3 
PM 
CCI 
CCI 
SP3 
SP3 
PM 
CC3 
MS2 
SP3 
CCI 
MS2 

Crest 

VINII 

Frags 

1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

SP3 Splashed ware 3 c.1100-1250 
PM Potters Marston ware c.1100-1300 
CCI Chilvers Coton ware 1 c.1200-1400 
MS2 Medieval Sandy ware 3 c.1200-1400 
VINII Type VI pinnacle or VII spiked knob (Allin 1981, 59) 

Weight (g) 

5 
45 
so 
15 
20 
25 
40 
55 
35 

180 
20 
20 
15 

Fourteen fragments of ridge tile, weighing 525g, were recovered. None of them was 
associated with medieval structures and the fabric range present is fairly typical for 
excavations in the Leicester area. The fabrics correspond to the medieval pottery type series 
with the exception of Chilvers Coton ware 3 (Buckley forthcoming a). 

THE WALL PLASTER (Richard Buckley) 
Roman 
Seventy-one fragments of Romano-British painted wall plaster, with a total surface area of 
876 sq cm, were recovered; all were residual in medieval and later contexts (phases 3, 4, 
6 and 7). The majority of fragments were abraded, of small size, and painted plain yellow, 
blue, red, pink or white. One fragment painted pink and splashed with red was probably 
from a dado painted to imitate marble, whilst fragments of red with a cream border, yellow 
with a red line edged in white and plain white with a narrow black line might indicate 
simple panelled decoration commonly found on other sites in Leicester (Buckley 
forthcoming b ). 

Although a small group of residual material with unexceptional decoration, the plaster 
does at least suggest the presence of buildings of some architectural pretension in this area. 

Period unknown 
Sixty-three fragments of plain lime-washed plaster, with an area of 2104 sq cm were 
recovered from the post-Roman levels (phases 4 and 7). Some fragments bear the 
impressions of bundles of straw or reed on the reverse, suggesting derivation either from 
a timber framed wall or a ceiling. Lime plaster was commonly used in the medieval and 
post-medieval periods as well as Roman, and in the absence of any supporting evidence, 
this group cannot be assigned to a particular period. 
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OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL (John Lucas) 
Roman Tile 
The types of tile recovered consist of roofing tile, imbrex and tegula; box tile from heating 
systems, and the large flat equivalent of the modern brick, the wall tile. Tile has been 
classified as miscellaneous when it has been impossible to identify its type. The fabrics, 
which have been identified using a microscope at x 35 magnification, will be fully described 
in the report on the tile from the Norfolk Street villa, Leicester (Lucas forthcoming a). In 
the post-Roman phases all contexts have been grouped together. 

Table 10 
The Roman Tile 

Type Class Fabric Phase Context Weight Fragment 
No. No. Kg. No. 

Wall tile 69 91 lA F8[58] 0.12 1 
Box tile 77 0.21 1 
Tegula 26 0.24 2 
Imbrex 26a 26 0.12 1 
Wall tile 69 91 1B F9[62] 0.20 1 
Tegula 45 77 0.10 2 
Tegula 69 29 0.06 1 
Tegula 26 0.35 1 
Imbrex 4a 4 0.03 l 
Misc 0.44 7 
Wall tile 69 91 2 FH56] 0.39 2 
Tegula· 18 26 0.17 2 
Tegula 12 0.50 2 
Tegula 26 0.18 1 
Roman tile Post-Roman 5.29 34 

A total of 8. 75kg of tile was recovered. The nature of these contexts suggests the tile 
originated from earlier structures that had been subsequently demolished. If the tile has 
not travelled too far, then tiled roofs, brick coursed walls and heating systems would seem 
to have been features of buildings in this part of the town. The dating of these earlier phases 
is supported by parallels to tegula types 18 and 24, and imbrices types 4a and 26a in early 
to middle 2nd century contexts elsewhere in the town (Lucas 1987, 106). 

Other Tile 
Phases 3 to 7 contained 4.06kg (79 fragments) of undated tile. Additionally 0.89kg (20 
fragments) of post-medieval house brick was found in feature F3, phase 7. 

Tesserae 
A total of 167 tesserae were recovered, but only four of these were from a Roman context 
(FIS phase 2). These reflect the possible presence of tessellated pavements. Only twelve 
tesserae were small enough to suggest that they were used in high quality mosaics; most 
were at least 22mm across. These would have derived from either a coarse tessellated 
pavement or from a coarse border to a quality mosaic. Coincidentally all seven Samian 
tesserae have an Antonine date, and from this it could be very tentatively suggested that 
they could derive from a late 2nd or 3rd century mosaic. 
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THE ANIMAL BONE (Adrian Brown) 
The collection of animal remains consists of 605 fragments; their quantification is presented 
here simply as number of counted fragments. No sieving was undertaken and so small and 
young animals are under-represented. 

Phase 

Sheep/Goat 
Cattle 
Pig 
Horse 
Dog 
Cat 
Roe Deer 
Hare 
Bird 
Fish 
unidentified 

TOTAL 

Table 11 
Number of counted fragments by period 

1-2 
Roman 

7 
8 
4 
3 

2 

26 
so 

3-5 
Med. 

75 
74 
28 

1 
3 

3 
25 

1 
210 

420 

Table 12 

6-7 
Post-Med. 

32 
31 
6 
1 
1 

1 

8 

84 

164 

Total 

114 
113 
38 
4 
2 
3 
1 
3 

35 
1 

320 

634 

Phase 3 - Number of counted fragments (number of fragments with epiphyses in brackets) 

Phase 3A 3B 3C 3D 
Feature F7 F6 FS F4 Total 

Sheep/Goat 22(13) 15(11) 2(2) 17(7) 56 
Cattle 21(11) 10(7) 3(2) 16(7) so 
Pig 7(4) 3(2) 4(4) 11(7) 25 
Dog 1(1) 1 
Cat 1(1) 1(0) 2 

TOTAL 51 29 9 45 134 

The sample from the Roman levels is too small to make any meaningful comment. The 
medieval pits in phase 3 produced the most useful sample of animal bone from the site 
(Table 12) and most of the skeletal elements from sheep/goat, cattle and pig with the 
exception of a few smaller bones have been identified. 

As 26% of these consist of ribs and vertebrae the deposits appear to represent domestic 
refuse. Sheep and cattle are present in roughly equal numbers; pig bones are the least 
numerous. The sample is not large enough to draw any strong conclusions, but the primary 
meat source indicated here was, in terms of bulk, cattle. Ageing based on the fusion of 
epiphyses and tooth eruption (Silver 1969, 283-302) indicates an earlier age for slaughter 
of sheep than of cattle, whilst the range of ages for the pig remains does not suggest the 
slaughter of particularly young individuals, but it must be remembered that younger 
animals are under-represented (see above). 

Charred material was present in small quantities in the medieval contexts with the 
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exception of pit F6 (phase 3B) where burnt bone accounted for 26% of the total. Butchery 
into smaller joints and splitting of the long bones to obtain marrow may account for the 
slightly more fragmentary nature of the cattle bone. A sheep parietal and occipital fragment 
from pit F7 (phase 3A) was butchered along the median sagittal plane, presumably to 
extract the brain. 

The bones of the cats and dog bear no marks of butchery and are unlikely to be food 
debris. A single humerus indicated an approximate shoulder height for the dog of 48cm. 

Hare and roe deer bone were only found in Phase 4 and the post-medieval levels. The 
bone from the post-medieval levels were too small in quantity and from a rather broad date 
range to enable any significant conclusions to be reached. 
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